Glory of Days Past
The Reckoning and endless centuries of warfare have brought the Barbarian people to the brink of extinction.  Only one man dares to save them, to force them to change their ways and return to the values of ages long forgotten.  If the Barbarian people are to survive, they must put their community first and return to the old ways.  But can Waerjak convince them in time?



Scenario 1: A New Way
The tribeless warrior, Waerjak, realizes that if the Barbarian people don't turn from their life of murder and war they are going to disappear forever.  So, Waerjak and his foster father, Tarnum, rejoin their people after a lifetime of wandering to transform the Barbarian society into one that puts the community first.  Perhaps then, they will survive extinction.

Tarnum:
"I know you don't understand it now, Waerjak, but someday you will.  Yes, we are Barbarians.  Yes, we are born warriors.  But a warrior is not just a killer.  He's a protector!  You must have respect for life, and an even greater respect for your ability to take it.  Otherwise, you're just a murderer."


==Waerjak==
We spent the night as we always did, feeding on the result of the day's hunt and sleeping on the ground.  All my life, we have wandered the land, never settling in any one place for long.  We stayed to the countryside except for brief trips to towns to purchase new books.  My foster father insisted that I know how to read, and not only in the human languages, but Elven, Dwarven, Minotaur and other creature tongues as well.

There are times when I feel that the more I learn, the less of a Barbarian I become.  My people have never needed all this history, philosophy, and literature before!

But then my foster father knows so much more than I about these subjects, and I have never met a man with more courage and strength.  I have fought beside him.  He is like a war god on the battlefield.

This morning when we heard the distant sounds of battle, Tarnum and I immediately raced toward them.  For so many years now, we have lent our help to those who needed it by running off invading bandits or hunting down ambitious warlords.

My foster father drew the sword strapped across his back and ran toward the commotion.  Unfortunately, it was a windy day and the sound had been carried over a couple miles.  By the time we arrived, the fighting was over.  There was no one left to be rescued.

The massacre happened in a small depression between two forested mounds.  The attackers probably hid among the trees on both sides, waiting for their prey to march along the natural trail below.  They swept down, trapped them.  It all ended quickly.

"More than thirty dead!" my foster father grumbled.

They were Barbarians, mostly men younger even than my twenty-three years.

"This one must've been their leader," I said, gesturing toward the oldest.  All around him there were scuffmarks in the earth where the attackers had dragged their own dead away.

"He took five of them with him!"

"A good death, don't you think, Tarnum?"

My foster father had always insisted that I call him by his name.  I'm not sure why.  I couldn't love him any less than I would've loved my real father - whoever he was.

"Death is best avoided, Waerjak," Tarnum said.  "This man may have died well, but there are thirty-three Barbarian corpses lying here.  At least another eight were dragged away by the other side.  That's more than forty lives.  Add those to the thousands who were killed by the Reckoning.  Our people can't take this for long!"

We spent the rest of the day burying the dead.


==Centaurs==
When we came upon the band of centaurs, my foster father surprised them - and me - by greeting them in their own language.  Tarnum spoke it fluently.  Was there no end to his knowledge?

When one of the centaurs unexpectedly pounded Tarnum on the chest with all his might, I reached for my sword.

"It's all right, Waerjak," Tarnum said, stopping me with his firm tone.  "It's my turn now!"

Tarnum drew back his fist and returned the blow.  Remarkably, the powerful centaur staggered.  I am not a small man by any measure, but I don't have the usual height of a Barbarian.  However, I can pit my strength against just about any man, that is, except for Tarnum.

The centaur's companions jeered and laughed at the one who lost the contest.  Meanwhile, Tarnum turned to me.

"They'll join our fight, if you'll have them," he said.

"Why?  Just because of that?" I replied, referring to the crude contest.

"Of course!  Centaurs have always been a rugged lot.  They have the same distaste for magic as we Barbarians.  I have always wondered why they hung around elves so much.  Guess it was simply convenient for them at first, and then because of tradition.  Their traditions rule them, just like they have ruled the Barbarians for so many centuries."

"Didn't that hurt?" I asked.

Tarnum touched the place where the centaur had hit him and winced.

"Oh, yeah!  Just don't let them know that," he said with a grin.


==Quest: Kilmar==
Proposal
The people of Kilmar greeted us kindly, but when I told them that life could be different for all Barbarians they seemed suspicious.

"At least with Kilgor's laws, our warriors are strong," said their leader.

"I'm not saying we give up our warrior skills," I insisted.  "Under Kilgor's way, warriors take what they want, even from our own people.  I want to see honorable warriors who protect the people - not prey on them!"

"I still don't know.  Just last week, Screaming Tom and his pirates attacked us.  They made off with our Cart of Ore, but it would've been far worse if not for the fierceness of our warriors!"

I could see they were stuck in their ways, but I had to find a way to show them I was right.

Later, Tarnum said, "I wonder if they would feel the same way if honorable warriors like us returned their Cart of Ore to them?"

I smiled.  My foster father always knew what to do.

Progress
As I stood on the edge of town, I noticed the first signs of financial hardship.  The people of Kilmar hadn't let on before, but without the Cart of Ore they will soon suffer greatly.  Unfortunately, there's nothing I can do for them until I return with the Cart of Ore.

Screaming Tom progress
Tarnum suggested searching this small island.  Pirates, he said, seemed to be attracted to remote places.  We set sail in the dead of night so that no one would see us approach, and just before morning we landed and marched inland.  That's where we found Screaming Tom's camp.

I was tempted to attack them while they slept.  Screaming Tom and his thugs were murderers - they deserved whatever they got - but then I wouldn't be able to look at my reflection if I had.

I think Tarnum saw the conflict within me because he said, "If the positions were reversed, Screaming Tom would slit your throat while you dreamed."

I didn't want to become like Screaming Tom, so I gave the pirate a chance.  I sounded my horn three times, and then I shouted, "Surrender Kilmar's Cart of Ore and the one known as Screaming Tom!  No one else will be harmed!"

Of course, the pirates chose to fight.

Completion
A great cheer went up from the people of Kilmar when they saw me driving their Cart of Ore toward town.

"How did you do it?" asked their chief.

"We took it, and dealt with Screaming Tom as well!" I said firmly.

"Amazing!  You must be tremendous warriors!"

"Just because we fight with honor and love for our people doesn't mean we are any less fierce than another," Tarnum answered.

And I added, "Would Kilgor have cared that you were suffering?  No.  But even if he had taken it back from Screaming Tom, do you think he would've returned it to you?"

The people of Kilmar looked at each other, coming to the obvious conclusion.

"No, Kilgor would've kept it for himself," said the chief.  He took my hand.

"Perhaps there is something to this talk of community.  Come.  Tell us more!"


==Clans of the Tribal Lands==
I talked to some shepherds today about the clans in this region.  They were forthcoming with information about the region only after they were certain I wasn't going to steal their sheep, and then only after I shared a keg with them.


==Quest: Frunag==
Proposal
Tarnum and I helped escort a wagon loaded with, of all things, barrels of water.  When we asked the driver where he was going, he told us the people of the nearby town of Frunag needed fresh water.  Lately people have been getting sick for no apparent reason.  Some of the elderly have even died.  Guessing that it was the water making them sick, the driver was sent to bring some in from another source.

When we arrived at Frunag, we saw firsthand the torment of these people.  Many were dehydrated.  Still others were sick.  I didn't have to ask what I could do to help.

Later, I found Tarnum bent over the river where the people of Frunag got all their water.  He cupped a mouthful of the liquid to his mouth, but immediately spat it out.

"Poisoned!" he said.

Then he looked upriver.  I knew what he was thinking.  Whatever was causing these people to get sick could surely be found in that direction.

Progress
Two more people drank from the river out of desperation and died today.  The poison must be getting stronger.  If I don't find its source soon, all of Frunag will die of either thirst or sickness.

Medusas
The poison was close.  You knew it when you found the dead animals.  First, you found a young deer lying on the bank, its head resting in the cool water.  Then a fox, two wild pigs, and several fish.  What kind of maniac would kill so indiscriminately?

In spite of the caution you exercise as you creep along this bank, you manage to stumble right into a den of medusas.  They're everywhere, surrounding you before you have a chance to escape.  You also spot several structures and realize they must live here.

"What have you done to the water?" you ask.

They glance toward a pair of large cooking pots.  You can only guess what kind of poisonous mixture they are brewing.

Completion
It took only a day for the river to clean itself of the poison the medusas were dumping into it.  After the people of Frunag filled their bellies with water, I sat down with them to talk about community, and honor.  I think they liked what they heard.


==Quest: Battlepeak==
Proposal
Three burly men come out to meet you.  Each holds an axe and shield, and their stern faces bear the scars of a lifetime of war.  With a name like Battlepeak, you expected this kind of reception.

"We've heard about you, and your talk of change.  We know you want to help our people, but can you?" asks one.

Before you can answer, another says, "Are you more than words?  How's the strength of your arm?"

For a moment, you fear they have come to fight.  Then the third quotes a popular Barbarian proverb.

"Show the metal behind your words!"

Resting your hand on the hilt of your weapon, your response is blunt - just what these men of war will understand.

"How?"

They explain that some behemoths dwell somewhere in these mountains.

"Many young warriors went hunting for the beasts, but they did not return," says one.

"In the past, the behemoths were satisfied with taking a cow or two, but recently they attacked a small farming hamlet.  All the warriors were killed, and the women and children are missing," said another.

"Find these behemoths!" they demand.  "Save our people, if you can, but it's revenge and safety we want.  We want those creatures dead!"

Progress
The people of Battlepeak will have nothing to do with you as long as you cannot prove you are strong enough to lead them.  Kill the behemoths before you return.

Behemoths
I had never fought a behemoth before, so my stomach became a nest for what felt like a thousand butterflies.  Tarnum followed their spoor through these treacherous mountain passes.  He even found the reeking cave where they lived, although I think anyone would've guessed that this place was the home of some savage beast.

Tarnum had someone build a large fire while he tore his own cloak into a dozen strips of cloth and soaked them in oil.

"What's that for?" I asked.

"I'm going to smoke the creatures out.  Believe me, we don't want to fight them inside those caves.  That would be suicide!"

"What about the women and children?"

Tarnum pointed at the entrance to the large cave.

"See those bones?"

I understood, but I still didn't want to believe that they were all dead.

"Some could still be alive.  If you start a fire in there..."

Tarnum interrupted, "That's why I'm going to hide in the bushes beside the cave.  When the behemoths run out, I'll slip in and find the survivors, if there are any."

"Shouldn't you be the one to battle the behemoths?  I know nothing about them," I said.  It wasn't like I was trying to avoid the fight, but our chances were so much better with my foster father in charge.

"If you're going to be King, Waerjak, you're going to have to face greater odds than this!  Besides, I've taught you all that I know about behemoths.  Now, we'll see if you were listening," Tarnum said playfully.

He rolled the oiled rags around some rocks.  All we had to do was light and throw.

"Toss in the stones when I'm in position," Tarnum said.

I took a deep breath, preparing myself for the battle to come.

Behemoths Slain
After the battle, I stood shocked among the huge, reeking bodies of the behemoths.  Some gore still clung to my weapon.  Now that I had battled these creatures, I understood why they had such a fierce reputation.  And I've experienced something I never quite believed before - the fiery hot blood of the behemoth.  The skin of my bare hands and forearms were red and puffy, stinging painfully.

I ordered the wounded to be tended to and the dead to be buried while I searched for Tarnum.  He hadn't come out yet.

Fifty feet inside the dark cavern, a large female was sprawled on her belly, blood spreading in a pool from some hidden wound.  But there was no sign of my foster father.

"Tarnum!" I shouted nervously.

"Here!"

His reply was weak.

Tarnum had faced a second behemoth at the rear of the cave where the creatures kept their prisoners.  The beast was dead, but when it collapsed on his sword its tremendous weight had pinned him against the cave wall.  Alone, he had killed two behemoths!  Tarnum never ceased to surprise me.

Turning back to the cave entrance, I screamed for help.  It took several of us to drag the behemoth off my father.  He also had burns on his hands and arms, and some swollen redness on his left cheek where the boiling blood had splashed him.  Not all of the blood belonged to the behemoths, however.  As I pulled away his armor, I found several deep gashes across his chest.

"The children," Tarnum groaned weakly.  He gestured toward a shallow depression behind us.

I found six of the missing children.  That was all.

The other missing people were dead.

Completion
The citizens of Battlepeak run out to greet you and the children you saved from the behemoths.  There is a moment of joyful reunion, and then the town's three leaders approach.

"I don't know about your ideas, but at least you're a man of his word," says one.

"Killin' those beasts is good enough for me!  Battlepeak is yours," says another.

The third warrior reveals his opinion by shaking your hand.

"So, where does a warrior stand under your rule?" he asks.

"A warrior stands where he should - in front of his people protecting them from harm.  Where is the glory in killing for the sake of killing?  We are Barbarians - every man, woman, and child!  We are all that stands between our babies and those who would slaughter us all!"





Scenario 2: A Necessary War
After only a few months of rule, Waerjak proved that Barbarians could prosper without war.  In fact, his small kingdom is now one of the richest in all the Tribal Lands.  But like jackals to a fresh kill, two warlords set their greedy eyes on these lands.  Now, Waerjak must fight a necessary war and prove that he can defend his people against this new threat.

Tarnum:
"No, our strength is not our muscle, or an iron blade!  Muscles grow weak with age and disease.  Iron rusts in the rain and melts under a flame.  Our strength is the community!  Together, we can provide food for our children, create great works of art, and defeat our enemies.  Community is forever!"


==New Ways==
I hammered in the last nail completing Stavgard's new sawmill and stood back to admire our work.

To think, we have accomplished so much in just a few short months!  Each day I receive reports of flourishing farms, growing herds, and increasing stores from all over the small region I now control.  Even I am amazed at how much the Barbarian people can accomplish when they put their minds to it.

When I confessed this to Tarnum, he laughed.

"Why so surprised?  Look at the effort we put into wars!  Despite inferior weaponry and the lack of magic, we have still defeated many of the 'civilized' armies of the world," Tarnum said.

"But that's battle!  These are domestic, mundane activities."

"We Barbarians are active people.  Why do you think lazy people are forced into banishment?  If we can't bash in another man's skull, why not pound some nails into wood?"

As always, Tarnum was right.  Erecting this sawmill had been hard work, but the sweat cooling my bare back felt almost as exhilarating as the pride I felt when I looked at the structure.  Battle isn't in our blood, as the world believes - as even I used to believe.

We are capable of so much more than bloodshed and mayhem.  I just wished all Barbarians could see that.

Soon, I would meet some who refused to abandon the old ways.


==Boar's Hoof==
A young hunter, barely in his teens, entered camp this morning with horrible news.  He claimed to be the last of his tribe.

"What tribe are you?" Tarnum asked.

"Boar's Hoof!" the boy said.  His teeth were clenched, fighting back his emotions.

The boy went on to recount how Hundric's army had attacked their small garrison without so much as asking for passage.  They stormed the walls, overpowered the Boar's Hoof warriors, and slaughtered every man, woman and child.

Then Tarnum placed a firm hand on the young hunter's shoulder and promised, "We will avenge your people."


==Kilgor's Legacy==
Barbarians have a saying that goes, "Locusts never attack a barren garden."

You can guarantee that when things are going well, something will happen to set you back.  I have learned that our growing prosperity has attracted a different kind of locust - warlords.  In fact, two of the most powerful Barbarian warlords in the Tribal Lands have sent their armies to conquer our region.  Obviously, they don't feel we're much of a threat since they aren't leading their forces themselves.

They remind me of Kilgor.  The last Barbarian King marched against the rest of the world as much for economic reasons as for his own megalomania.  The Barbarian land of Krewlod had been on the verge of its greatest famine, and too many herds had been consumed by Kilgor's vast horde.  Too many farms had been burned during Kilgor's campaign to become King.  Thousands would've starved to death.  Thousands more would've certainly succumbed to disease, but instead of disbanding his army Kilgor started a war - a war that brought about the end of the world!

Now, two armies have come to take away that which we've worked so hard to build.  It saddens me to think that my own people have become my enemy.  If I am going to defend Stavgard and the tribes under my command, I will have to spill Barbarian blood.  If only these warlords could be reasoned with!  If only they would understand that we prosper simply because we are NOT waging war!


==Wulgar's Advice==
Every attempt to reason with the tribe living in the Boar's Hoof Garrison has failed.  They are the last of their tribe, and they claim that this garrison and the hunting lands around it belong to them.

I sat down with Tarnum and some of the other veteran warriors after the tribe turned down our third request for an alliance.

"We need this pass!" insisted Wulgar, a gray-bearded berserker.  "Hundric's troops are on the other side - we could hit them hard and fast, and take out our enemy!"

"And what do you propose we do if they won't let us pass?" Tarnum asked.  I was the only one who could tell it was a loaded question.

"Take it if they're too stupid to trust us!"

Tarnum snatched Wulgar's hand before he could react, and turned his wrist for all to see.  Tattooed there in black was a mountain.

"You're from Battlepeak, right?" Tarnum said.

"Yeah, what of it?"

"So, did your tribe just let Waerjak and I walk into your town?  No!  You made us fight those behemoths first.  Just like Battlepeak, it may take a while to convince the Boar's Hoof tribe to trust us!"

"And until that time," I added, "I think we should leave them alone.  They aren't hurting anyone for now.  We'll find another way."


==Know your Enemy==
Tarnum insists that knowing your enemy is the first step to victory, so he went among our people to find those who had information on the two warlords who have set their eyes on Stavgard.

Wulgar, the berserker, came forward with some information about Hundric.

"Hundric is led around by his fat belly," Wulgar said.  "My tribe fought alongside his once.  We had the advantage over the enemy - high ground and surprise - but he wouldn't give the order to attack until he ate his breakfast!"

"How has he stayed in power?" Tarnum asked.

"He may be fat, but he's strong as an ox!  And faster than you would think."

Tarnum nodded.

"What of the other warlord - Vogel?" I asked.

Wulgar shrugged.

"I only know his name.  He's supposed to be a large man.  Some call him the 'Backbreaker'."

I'll have to learn more about Vogel before I face him, but this Hundric doesn't seem to be too much of a threat.  If he is so easily distracted by food, perhaps I can take advantage of that somehow.


==Quest: Preserve==
Proposal
The High Druid stops you at the gate.
 
"Sorry, we are not allowing barbarian types to enter at this time, for unfortunately the Boar's Hoof tribe has been using cerberi to hunt down our sacred animals and this has angered our people.  So no Barbarian types are welcome at this time, but perhaps if you could eliminate the cerberi for us we might relax the restriction. We believe they are located in an underground kennel to the east somewhere."

Progress
The Cerberi are still hunting, you may not pass.

Completion
The High Druid meets you at the gate and shakes your hand. "You have done us a great service, you are welcome in our town."


==Quest: Evil Eyes==
Proposal
The town shaman comes out to greet you affably but is sorry to say that his village is off limits right now to non-villagers.

"We don’t want to get caught up in Vogel’s and Hundric’s many skirmishes, but if you can prove yourself by defeating some evil eyes to the east that have plagued us of late we will let you in."

You agree to help him.

Progress
The shaman yells from the gate. "The evil eyes are still plaguing us, you may not enter".

Completion
The Shaman comes out to meet you: "Even though we still must be wary of Hunric and Vogel, you have proven yourself by eliminating the evil eyes; you may enter."


==Hundric Defeated==
Hundric's stomach probably saved his life.

My scouts spotted Hundric's army before he learned of our presence.  I had an idea that would assure our victory, a plan that even Tarnum thought was flawless.  So, my scouts returned to the countryside where they spread rumors that a certain inn had the juiciest venison in the land.  As I had hoped, Hundric turned out to be dumb enough to take the bait.

With just a few bodyguards, he slipped away from his army, leaving them leaderless.  I attacked immediately, and although my victory didn't come without a price, it was a decisive defeat.  Hundric, on the other hand, escaped the trap I had set at the inn.  I underestimated the warlord and sent too small a force to capture him.  He fought his way through my men and fled into the countryside, leaving his bodyguards behind.


==Massacre==
A centaur scout spotted signs of an old battle nearby.

I diverted my forces to investigate, finding a few dozen dead warriors left for the vermin.

"They met their enemy head-on," Tarnum said, studying the gruesome scene, "but they were vastly outnumbered.  They had no chance."

"Looks like they tried to take on Vogel's army all alone," I said.  There were a few broken, black shields among the dead.  Many of Vogel's warriors carried black shields.

"Stupid!" Tarnum cursed.

"And brave," I said.  It wasn't like Tarnum to dismiss their deaths so easily.

Tarnum mounted up and said, "Follow me!  I'm sure it's near.  Soon you'll understand why I call this battle stupid."

There was something ominous about Tarnum's tone, but I followed while my troops buried the dead.  We rode to the crest of the nearest hill where Tarnum surveyed the land.  When he found what he was looking for, he rode off like an arrow shot from a bow.  It was difficult to keep up.

But when we came within sight of the village, Tarnum slowed.  Somehow, he knew no one had been left alive.  We didn't enter the small town.  Every structure had been burned to the ground.  Even the well had been filled - with corpses.  This was Vogel's way of handling those who opposed him.  This was how he treated his own people!  I now knew all I ever wanted to know about the man.  He may be a Barbarian, but he deserves to die.

"I see what you mean," I said.  "The men chose to fight instead of protecting the women and children.  They could've run away.  They could've hid in the wilderness and come back later, but they chose to fight.  Idiots got them all killed!"

Tarnum was quiet for a long time.  I recognized that distant stare of his, like he was remembering something from a long time ago.  His mood usually turned morose whenever he got that way.

"We should give these people real burials at least," I said.

When Tarnum didn't reply, I said, "I'll go get the men and return here."


==For the Community==
We knew Vogel's forces were close long before we actually engaged them.  For days, we vied for position.  That's when I knew I wasn't dealing with a typical warlord.  Vogel had brains as well as brawn.  Then he did something unexpected - he split his forces.

The bulk of Vogel's army remained behind to deal with us, while a smaller skirmish unit raced off toward a nearby mountain range.  What could they be after?

Tarnum volunteered to follow them and find out.

"Have patience," my foster father said before he left.  "Don't give that army the advantage just to get the battle over with - that will get a lot of people killed!  Remember, as leader, you are responsible for the lives of your people.  They matter above all else!  You do not have the luxury to get angry, or impatient."

"Yes, I know.  The community comes first."

Tarnum took my hand, and said, "When you finish here, come looking for me."

"Be safe, Tarnum," I said.

Tarnum smiled.

"I will."

Those were the last words he said to me before he rode off with only a few scouts at his side.  Soon after, I saw my opportunity and engaged Vogel's forces.  We searched the dead afterward, but there was no sign of Vogel anywhere.  Later, I interrogated some of the prisoners and learned that Vogel had slipped away with the smaller force.  He had gone for reinforcements.

It took a week to find the bodies of the scouts.  They had been ambushed by a much larger force, and judging from the blood at the scene, they put up a good fight.

Tarnum's body was not among the dead.





Scenario 3: A King's Choice
Waerjak faces a terrible choice when he learns that Vogel Backbreaker holds his foster father, Tarnum, captive.  Meanwhile, in another neighboring land, the warlord, Hundric, holds hundreds of Barbarian women and children as slaves, working them to death trying to build a new army.  Waerjak can't save both.

Tarnum:
"See there, Waerjak, that pack of mountain dogs moving through the valley?  See how the injured one limps off from the rest?  He knows he's dragging down the pack.  As long as he's with them, they keep his pace.  They won't force him out because they love him, so he stays behind.  He will die so that they remain strong.  It's not always easy, but the pack comes first."


==Waerjak's Legacy==
A massive gathering of representatives from more than twenty tribes forced me to delay my plans to rescue Tarnum from Vogel Backbreaker's prison.  Since my foster father's disappearance, I had been searching for anyone who had seen what happened to him, and yesterday my luck changed when an old man came forward.  He reported seeing Vogel leading a prisoner to the nearby town of Boernberg.  I've had scouts watching it ever since - Tarnum is still there.

But this unexpected meeting of the tribes keeps me from acting!

After a long meal and the ceremonial introductions, the eldest of the representatives, and probably their elected spokesman, stepped forward.

"All of our tribes," the man began, sweeping his arm to indicate the other representatives, "now have children with full bellies, fat cattle, and storehouses packed to the rafters.  All of this has been because of you!"

I shook my head and said, "No, we all did it.  This is what we've always been capable of."

"Yes, but YOU showed us the way!  That is why we have come here."

"I don't know what you mean."

The spokesman opened a heavy pouch hanging at his hip and pulled out a newly forged diadem.

"This crown is made of iron like those worn by our greatest ancestors since the day of the first Barbarian King, Jarg the Conqueror!  Its shape, a perfect circle, signifies that our strength comes from our unity!  With this, Waerjak, we of the many tribes name you King of our people."

The old man walked forward, presenting me the crown.  I had stopped breathing when I realized what he was about to do, and I admit I was reluctant to take it.  I'm still not sure our people should have a single king.  We are many personalities, many tribes.  In the past, our kings have led us astray.

But then, wouldn't I be different?

Still hesitating, I noticed that a master craftsman had etched images of battling griffins in the surface of the polished iron.

"Griffins?" I asked.  As far as I knew, they had no real significance to our people.

"Yes," the elder said with a proud smile, "your name is an ancient Barbarian word for griffin."

When I didn't take the crown, the elder leaned forward and whispered, "Is there something wrong?"

"No, the crown is beautiful.  I just don't know if I should be the one to wear it," I said.

The elder seemed to understand.

"You have not led us completely out of the wilderness, my young king.  We still need a guide."

I asked myself what Tarnum would want me to do.  Suddenly, I knew the answer.  It wouldn't take much now for my people to revert to their self-destructive ways.  If the tribes were going to survive, they needed help.  And right now, I was the only one they had.

So, I placed the crown on my head as the tribal leaders cheered so loud that I thought my ears would bleed.


==Daeric==
I had been King for only a day when I came to an impossible dilemma.

Daeric, the last of the Boar's Hoof tribe, came to me with news about Hundric.

"He's building a new army to replace the one he lost, but he's doing it at the cost of our people!  He has many new slaves, and he's working them to death in his mines."

I turned to the berserker, Wulgar.

"What do you think?  Our people are suffering, but we can't leave Tarnum in the hands of Vogel Backbreaker!"

"Exactly!" Wulgar said.  I was surprised by his answer.  Until that moment, I thought he didn't like my foster father.

"Tarnum has done much for us all.  If we betray him now, he will certainly die.  These prisoners can wait a little longer," Wulgar said.

I wanted to believe he was right, but Daeric's own account of the guards stacking bodies outside the town stuck in my mind.

This was my dilemma.  How many will die if I march on Boernberg to rescue the man who raised me.  But if I free my people from Hundric's mine, Tarnum will certainly die.  Can I live with the results of either decision?

Once again, I asked silently, "What would you do, father?"


==A King's Choice==
During Hundric's invasion, many of our people disappeared.  They were mostly women, children and the elderly who lived in the region Hundric had recently captured.  Until now, however, I believed that they were simply hiding in the wilderness until all this commotion died down.

Now, I've been receiving reports from the scouts I sent to examine Hundric's territory.  They've found several stinking, fly-infested pits outside Clomden, Hundric's hometown.  Inside those holes rest the bodies of my people, the wives and children of my soldiers.  In his attempt to build a new army, Hundric was going to work his prisoners to their deaths.

And my people looked to me to rescue their loved ones.  But what about Tarnum?  Could I leave him in the hands of that cruel warlord, Vogel?

Good question.


==The Mortal Hero==
Eyewitnesses came to me today with news of my father.

At the break of dawn, Vogel Backbreaker dragged Tarnum through Boernberg's main gate behind a horse.  My foster father's hands and feet were chained.  He was naked, bruised, and bloody.  Vogel pulled him over the rocky landscape for more than three miles to a nearby ravine where a crowd waited.

First, Vogel took a large mallet and shattered my father's knees.  Then he did the same to Tarnum's arms.  Those who watched agree that Tarnum never screamed.  He gritted his teeth and writhed in agony, but he didn't give Vogel the satisfaction of a single scream.  Frustrated, Vogel threw away the mallet and lifted Tarnum high above his head.

That's when everyone found out why they call him the Backbreaker.  Vogel brought Tarnum down hard across his knee.  Tarnum groaned - a deep, sad sound - but that was just enough of a cry to please Vogel.

"That whelp who calls himself King is going to get some of that too!" Vogel shouted.  No one answered.  No one cheered although the Barbarian probably expected it.

Then, struggling against what must've been incredible pain, Tarnum waved his hand weakly in the air to get Vogel's attention.  The warlord stepped closer, and bent over his prisoner.

"What?" Vogel said.

"Wait 'til you meet the Ancestors."

Those were my father's last words.  I knew the witness was telling the truth because they seemed like something Tarnum would say.  Even in an age when my people pay little attention to our ancient gods, he believed strongly in their existence and the values they represented.  When a Barbarian dies, they are forced to stand before the Ancestors to have their life judged.  If they are found unworthy, they are cast into oblivion.

Tarnum had nothing to worry about.  If he wasn't worthy of entering Paradise, then none of us were!

As his last act of defiance, Tarnum spat a bloody glob into Vogel's eye.  Furious, the giant warlord lifted his prisoner over his head once again.  This time, however, Vogel flung Tarnum's limp form into the ravine.

Tarnum didn't scream.  And as far as anyone knows, his body still lies down there, unburied.


==Hopewielder==
Wulgar probably thought that my somber mood since Tarnum's death needed some tending to, and what better way to cure depression than heavy amounts of ale?  I agreed only because I didn't have it in me to argue.

So, at the end of the day's march we slipped away to an inn.  By the time we finished our third pitcher, I was no longer thinking about how I failed the only family I ever had.

That is, until I heard his name.

A band of rogue Barbarians had been drinking at the other side of the inn, and one of them raised his mug.  His voice was loud enough to grab the attention of the entire bar.

"To Vogel Backbreaker - a true warrior!" the rogue said, holding up his mug.  "When Vogel dies, you can be sure it will be on the battlefield and not whining like some little girl like that overrated coward, Tarnum!"

I was on my feet and across the room before anyone realized what was going on - even myself.  A stunned shout went up when I severed the brigand's hand as he tipped his mug to his mouth.  More than a dozen men surrounded me, but I didn't care.  All I wanted was blood!

I would've died that day if it hadn't been for Wulgar.  We were two berserkers flailing through a sea of warriors.  Cutting, screaming, bleeding!  Even when the rogues tried to flee, I chased them outside.  Not a single man escaped my wrath.

Not even the man with the severed hand.  I found him in a corner of the inn clutching his wound, growing paler by the second.  I held my sword to his neck.

"Where did you hear that lie?" I demanded.

The man paused.

"Tell me, or I'll make you scream like a girl before you die!  That cooking fire over there looks pretty hot!"

"One of Vogel's captains told us the story," said the Barbarian.

Vogel couldn't get what he wanted out of Tarnum, so now he was spreading lies about him, ruining his good name.

I killed the last rogue with a twist of my sword, and finally the rage faded away.  Then I began to feel the sting of half a dozen shallow wounds, and my muscles ached as if I had been running all day.  It took a moment before I realized that Wulgar was missing.

I found the old berserker lying on a broken table.  He had a hand on his stomach, wet with blood, and he was even paler than the man I just killed.  Wulgar was dying.  I knew it even before I examined him.

"I'm so sorry!" I said.  My actions had killed this man as well.

Wulgar laughed despite the pain and said, "Sorry about what?  I lived well, and this is as good a death as any.  I was beginning to fear I would die in my bed."

"But if I hadn't attacked those men..."

"Then I wouldn't have seen the greatest berserker rage ever!"  Wulgar took my hand in his bloody one, leaving his gaping wound open.

"You're King, lad!  King!  That means you've got to be greater than any man.  Today, I have seen that.  All this talk of peace, community, and prosperity is nice, but what happens when someone wants to take what's yours?  Today, I saw the man who is going to make our people great again!"

The tears in the old warrior's eyes streamed down his cheeks into his graying beard.

"When you get to Paradise, Wulgar, don't drink all the ale.  Save some for me," I said.  His time was near.

Again, Wulgar laughed heartily, although weaker than before.

"Don't count on it!"

I buried Wulgar with every honor due a great warrior, including a healthy sum of gold and gems to pay for all those drinks in the afterlife.


==Repercussions==
Although my choice to save the hundreds of innocents dying in Hundric's mines instead of my own foster father has weighed heavily on me, it seems to have impressed the tribes who have remained neutral during my conflict with Hundric and Vogel.  Now that word of Tarnum's horrible death is spreading across the countryside, I have received representatives from new tribes declaring me as their King and swearing me the loyalty of their people.  They have also been sending new recruits, bolstering my army.

My people look at me with a combination of pity and respect.  They pity me for my loss and for the anguish I feel.  They respect me for the same reasons.  I put them - the Barbarian tribes - ahead of myself.  That was the kind of man Tarnum raised.  I realize that now.  When my test came, I passed it only because he gave me the strength.

For the first time in my life, I prayed to the Ancestors this morning.  I prayed for them to give my father a special place in Paradise.

"Give him the happiness he never found in this world," I begged with tears running down my cheeks.


==Hundric Defeated==
Even Hundric's own clan was happy to see me end the warlord's reign.  I found his people poor, half-starved, and desperate.  It would take a lot of work to bring them out of this poverty.  But my first concern was the women and children working like slaves in Hundric's mines.  We found them dirty, sick, and hungry, but at least now they are safe.  There were tears aplenty as my warriors rejoined their families.  For them, the worst part was over.

Daeric walked up next to me with a bloodstained axe in his hands.  He no longer carried the bow of a hunter.  He seemed too young to be a warrior, but I couldn't stop him.  As the last of the Boar's Hoof tribe, Daeric was technically a chief.

"We've had an accident," Daeric said.

"What kind of accident?" I said.

"Hundric killed himself in his cell."

I didn't ask why Hundric would kill himself after surrendering and shamefully begging for mercy.  I didn't ask how Hundric had killed himself, or why the blood on Daeric's axe appeared fresh when it had been hours since the battle.

The battle was over.  Tarnum was dead.  And I was tired.

"This will be the last time a prisoner of mine has an accident, Daeric.  Do you understand?" I said firmly.

"Yes."

"If it happens again, the Boar's Hoof tribe will have a similar accident."

Daeric nodded shamefully, finally realizing what he had done.  Before he tried to apologize, I rode away to rejoin my forces.  I was barely halfway down the hill when a chant echoed over the landscape.  At first, I couldn't understand it.

By the time I arrived, I found my entire army as well as Hundric's tribe gathered before me.  They were shouting at the top of their lungs, bashing swords and spears against their shields, and stomping their feet to create a din louder than any thunderstorm.

"Waer-jak!  Waer-jak!  Waer-jak!"





Scenario 4: One Tribe
A single warlord stands in the way of Waerjak's goal to unite the Barbarian tribes into one community and bring them back from the brink of extinction.  That man is the same one who killed his father, so Waerjak possesses a special hatred for Vogel Backbreaker.  In this most desperate time, he must conquer his emotions if he is going to have any chance of defeating his greatest enemy.

Tarnum:
"I have a lesson for you, Waerjak.  See here, a pair of mating spiders, and a scorpion - equally poisonous creatures.  Watch how the scorpion easily kills the male spider because he is so small.  Now, the female, enraged by the loss of her mate, attacks the scorpion with everything she's got.  You see, she kills the scorpion, but at what cost?  Her own life.  Such blind hate is dangerous, and pointless!"


==Waerjak and Vogel==
All that remains is to deal with Vogel Backbreaker.  I have sent a challenge to the man, hoping to end this war honorably and without further bloodshed, but that wily brute refuses to come out of his mountain fortress.  I'm not about to walk in there alone.  I don't trust Vogel to keep his word.

So, I must march on Vogel's lands, but there are some things to attend to first.

For instance, the Three-Horn tribe recently asked to join the rest of the tribes so that they could receive the protection of my rules and aid in rebuilding their lands.  Many of the other tribes have voiced their outrage over such a proposal because just weeks earlier, Hundric had been their chief.  It was always difficult to forgive an enemy.

It infuriated me that I had to delay my vengeance for my father's cruel murder.  My anger was made even worse when the harpies I sent to find Tarnum's body returned empty-handed.  They searched the entire ravine from top to bottom but only found a small amount of blood.

So, who took my father's body?  Vogel?  But what would he want with Tarnum's body?  That's what I want to ask right before I plunge my sword through Vogel's heart!

But first, this other matter.


==Confronting Problems==
Tarnum once said, "If you can't solve a problem with words, then try words again.  If that doesn't work, use your fists."

"And if that doesn't work?" I had asked.  I had been very young then, and I had enjoyed asking questions until Tarnum could find no answer.  I seldom stumped him, but when I did it was wonderful!

"If words and fists don't work, then attack the problem from a different direction.  There is always a solution - remember that nothing is impossible.  Sometimes, you have to look for the one thing that almost no one would ever think about."

And so, I did.  I was recalling this conversation when a sturdy-looking warrior and his young daughter entered my tent.  He was the representative of Hundric's Three-Horn tribe.

"You're not going to like the terms of this deal, but you will accept them, or your entire tribe will die.  Understand?" I asked the new chief.

Reluctantly, the man nodded.


==Boar's Horn==
I stood before the eyes of my army, the tribal chiefs and a few hundred members of the Three-Horns tribe uncertain if what I was about to do would backfire on me and anger them all.  But I was determined to go ahead with my plan anyway.

"Our tribes disagree about what to do with the Three-Horns," I said.  "Now, I can't force you to accept them as your brothers, but I would like you to reconsider.  I believe the Three-Horns are sincere.  I have seen their herds and their farms, and without our help hundreds of Barbarians will starve to death come winter.  To turn them away is not my idea of honor.  So, what are we going to do?  Let them die?"

Daeric, the young hunter-warrior, stepped forward quickly.  Ever since Hundric slaughtered his people, he has been consumed by his hatred for the Three-Horns.

"I say, yes, let these jackals rot!  They stood by and watched as my people died!"

"True," I agreed, "so the Boar's Hoof deserves a blood price for so many murders.  That is agreed?"

The other tribal chiefs nodded.  I think most of them wanted this matter settled as badly as I did.

"Good," I said.  "Now, as your King, there is one thing I am capable of doing."

I waved to the area where the Three-Horn tribe had gathered.  A beautiful teenage girl stepped out in the open.

Unceremoniously, I said, "Daeric of the Boar's Hoof tribe, I bind you in marriage to Anda of the Three-Horn tribe.  Furthermore, as punishment to the Three-Horns, I order that no bride price be paid.  Your people will have no representative in tribal decisions until your new chief, Daeric, has a child with Anda.  Forevermore, your people will be known as the Boar's Horn tribe."

I walked away, leaving the chaos caused by my decision.  Was it fair?  It didn't matter.  The chief of the Three-Horns, Anda's father, agreed to step down for the sake of his tribe.  It was the only way I could help these people who were only guilty of being too weak to overthrow Hundric themselves.

As for Daeric, if he wanted to continue his campaign to destroy the Three-Horns, that was fine.  But now he would be crushing his own destiny as well.

Before I could escape the commotion, however, Daeric chased after me and grabbed my arm.

"This isn't fair!  Boar's Hoof blood will not mix with Three-Horn!"

I exploded before I knew what I was doing, backhanding Daeric to the ground.  I know that the one I truly wanted to strike was Vogel Backbreaker, but this young hunter was the only one who was available.

"Like it or not, Anda is your wife now!  Kill her, and you will face the justice of your tribe."

"It's not..."

"I don't care!" I interrupted.  I was tired of being patient, tired of waiting, but mostly I was tired of complaints.

"Hundric is dead!  He was the one responsible for the death of your people.  Now, you have a choice to make, Daeric.  You can get over it, move on, and lead a new tribe as their chief, or you can go away - forever!  I won't allow some stupid boy to destroy everything that we have accomplished."

I left Daeric lying there, bleeding.


==Quest: Wizard Gate==
Proposal
A powerful wizard will not let you pass unless you surrender 40 Orcs for his small army, untill you bring them he will not let you pass.

Progress
You do not have 40 Orcs for the wizards army, you may not pass.

Completion
Do you wish to give the wizard 40 Orcs so you may pass?


==Quest: Debt==
Proposal
The barbarians who built this bridge are broke, they need 5000 gold and 12 ore to pay off their debt.  They ask that you pay it.

Progress
The barbarian workers are still broke.

Completion
Do you wish to give the barbarians 5000 gold and 12 ore to pass, and get them out of debt?


==Quest: Toll Gate==
Proposal
We don't get paid enough as it is, friend.  If you want to pass through this gate, you're going to have to give us 6000 gold.

Progress
This is not a market.  We do not bargain, so come back when you have the entire sum.

Completion
Do you wish to give 6000 gold so you may pass?


==Tarnum==
I miss Tarnum.  I miss him most around mealtimes.  That was when we discussed complex subjects such as ethics and philosophy, or talked about a new book we were both reading.  I know I will never completely fit in with my people due to my appreciation for these things.  Perhaps one day I could make them love knowledge too.

But for now, I sit alone.  Tarnum had been much more than a foster father and a teacher.  He had been a friend as well.


==Defenses==
All my scouts come back with the same news.  Vogel has prepared himself well for my arrival.  Not only is he hiding beneath a mountain, but he has also constructed several garrisons to block the way.  Every step is going to be hard-fought.  Perhaps Vogel thinks I will give up.

Well, he could never be more wrong!


==Harpy Attack==
Vogel likes to soften his enemy with ambushes before he attacks with his main force, so I wasn't surprised when the harpies swept down on us.


==Ambush==
No matter how much you prepare, an ambush is bound to catch you by surprise.  We rushed toward this town when we heard they were under attack by Vogel's forces, but my scouts found nothing when we arrived.  I should've suspected something then, but I continued forward, walking right into a trap.


==Under My Rules==
One of my centaur scouts spent an entire day watching a small group of warriors sneak through the countryside.  I split my forces into three units thinking that I would attempt to herd these men into a trap, but at the last moment I resisted the urge to attack.

A good thing, too, because they turned out to be volunteers from one of the tribes under Vogel's iron control.  The berserkers were all young, inexperienced, and ready to fight to free their people.

"The elders want to wait to see what happens!  But we say attack now and get rid of that goat-dung of a chief!" said one.

"If you're going to fight for me, you will fight under MY rules!" I told them.

"Yes, King Waerjak!" they answered in unison.

"That means no looting, no burning, and no killing unless I say so!  And anyone who hurts an innocent - a woman, a child, or an unarmed man - they will receive the most shameful punishment imaginable.  Got that?"

"Yes, King Waerjak!"


==The Last Barbarian War==
The weaker tribes who chose to remain neutral for fear of Vogel's revenge have secretly gathered resources to help my efforts.  It seems that everyone wants this brutal man to lose his power.  If only I can succeed in defeating him, I know I can bring my people together.  Finally, we have hope again!

I collected the resources, thanking the men who brought them, but they still refused to leave.

"We hear there's going to be a good war," said a centaur.

"That's right."

"We also hear that if you have your way, it will be the last Barbarian war."

"If I can help it."

"Well, we've been talking.  Someday, I'd like to tell my grandchildren that I fought in the last Barbarian war.  May we join?"

At this point, it was as good a reason as any to fight, so I nodded.  Like everyone, I simply wanted this to be over so I could mourn my foster father's death in peace.


==Glory of Days Past==
I came to these hills to flush some of Vogel's ambushers.  I certainly didn't want to leave them at my back to raid my supply lines.  What we found, however, were the bodies of twenty men crushed beneath large boulders.  Lounging nearby, munching on a wild goat, were the members of an extended family of cyclopses.

"You're the one they call King Waerjak, aren't you?" asked the patriarch.

"Yes."

"Were these men your enemy?"

Some of them held the black shields of Vogel's forces.

"Yes.  I appreciate what you have done here!"

"You'll be fighting some more, won't you?  There'll be lots of killing, right?"

"There will, but we'll only be killing warriors.  I don't accept the slaughter of innocents," I told them firmly.  Cyclopses have a reputation for not only being savage, but for sometimes eating the flesh of their kills - even humans.  They believe that this is how they gain the strength of their enemy, by consuming them.

"Sounds good to us!" said the cyclops.  "Will there be glory to be won in this war of yours?"

"Glory enough for all."

"Then we're with you!"


==The Immortal Hero==
Vogel's death didn't fill the emptiness I felt inside.

I had known it wouldn't, I just didn't want to admit it until now.  Tarnum taught me that lesson long ago.  My first dog was killed and eaten by a cougar.  Against my father's wishes, I had tracked down the creature.  I thought I had it trapped inside its den, but the cougar had slipped behind me and pounced.  I would've been dead, too, if Tarnum hadn't secretly followed me and killed the beast in the air.  He forced me to stare at the cougar for hours until I realized that I still mourned my pet hound.

A soft breeze entered my tent, drawing me away from his memory.  I was only vaguely aware that someone had thrown open the flap to my tent and entered.  When I looked up, I saw Tarnum.

I hesitated.  Was this his spirit?

"It's me, Waerjak," he answered my internal question.  "Let me explain."

I nodded.  I was too shocked to stand.

"Some call me the Immortal Hero," Tarnum explained.  The Ancestors have kept him alive all this time so he could redeem himself for the horrible crimes of his distant past.

The rest of Tarnum's story is much too long for me to chronicle here, but it explained many things about my foster father, about his incredible skill and vast knowledge.  Just know that for a long time after that night, I felt betrayed because Tarnum hadn't shared this secret with me, his son.  I never let him know how I felt, even when he left a few months later to seek a new destiny.

"There is at least one historian recording my activities," Tarnum interrupted the uncomfortable silence that fell at the end of his tale.  "Probably more."

"How can the Ancestors deny you Paradise now?  You are the greatest man I have ever known."

Placing his hand on my shoulder, Tarnum said, "Thank you!  Coming from you, Waerjak, that makes me proud."

"But why do they still punish you?" I asked.

"They're not punishing me.  In fact, everything you have done here has freed me from my debt.  For my part in raising you, the Ancestors have offered me Paradise, but I turned them down."

After more than a thousand years of life, why would Tarnum refuse that which he had been fighting for?

My foster father put his arm around my shoulders and held me like he did when I was a boy.

"Just be satisfied that I am here now," he said, knowing that I had many more questions to ask.  "For the first time in a thousand years, the Barbarian people have a real chance at a good life!  You've achieved something quite remarkable here.  They are in good hands with you as King.  I am proud of you, son."

That was the first time Tarnum called me son.  I almost wept.

I still wanted to know more, but I saw something in Tarnum's eyes that I have never seen before - true happiness and relief.  I shut my mouth.  He would tell me when he was ready.

For now, let him enjoy his freedom.


Tarnum:
"Until now, I thought all I wanted was the opportunity to enter Paradise and rest, but I feel these people have become my community.  And I don't just mean Barbarians, but Palaedrans and Elves and all the others.  I've been protecting them for so long, I feel like I'll be letting them down if I leave.  

This new world still needs heroes."


